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On September 20th, 2019, Hurricane Lorena was forecast to go around the Baja California Peninsula 
up until 3pm that afternoon, when the forecast was drastically changed to reflect the hurricane was 
predicted to go directly over La Paz, in a drastic forecast change prefaced by illogical visual forecasts 
which demonstrated impossible changes in the course of the storm in order to maintain the forecast 
track.  It is believed and evidence supports the notion that this change in forecast was a correction made 
after the National Hurricane Center forecaster's error was pointed out by the author and corrected.

The author is an amateur meteorologist who persistently tracks weather for the region centered on La 
Paz, Baja California Sur, Mexico; where he has resided since a month after Hurricane Odile struck La 
Paz after also being poorly forecast and surprising the peninsula, a fact the author was aware of and 
sensitive to, especially after his prior experiences with a storm he experienced on his first voyage at sea 
on his motorsailer and which far stronger than predicted by the NOAA and included a freak breaking 
wave which struck his vessel.

In tracking Lorena, the author noted that the official forecast seemed illogical, and contradicted his 
own.  The author contacted the National Hurricane Center (NHC) via email and suggested a different 
methodology for their forecasting.  The NHC replied, acknowledging the complaint about the 
forecasting of Lorena.  The author subsequently realized the nature of the forecast error was likely the 
use of predicted, rather than actual location of the storm in subsequent runs of computer models, and 
communicated this to the NHC.  Just over 2 hours later, 3 hours after a prior forecast, the NHC updated 
their forecast for Lorena to reflect that the storm was then predicted to head directly to La Paz, rather 
than completely going around the peninsula.

The following email was sent to the NHC by the author on Thursday, 19 September, 2019 at 11:19pm:

To: nhc.public.affairs@noaa.gov
From: MWolf <mwolf@disperser.info>
Subject: Lorena
Date: Thu, 19 Sep 2019 23:19:05 -0600

FYI:

There are two people in La Paz ready for a hurricane to come over La Paz 
from the Sea of Cortez.  That is the worst case scenario, yet your 
visible 2-day forecast shows your BEST-CASE scenario.

Why?

The forecast I give for Lorena specific to La Paz, BCS is that the storm 
will either go up the sea under high sheer and perhaps end up at most as 
Category 2 and at worst case, most north, will be just north of or over 
La Paz as it steers westward.  At best, it will go over Cabo as it 
steers northwestward with little strengthening, though Cabo should 
prepare for up to Category 3 and the eye overhead.  Best case scenario 
for La Paz is far right of your models, with the hurricane as Category 2 
over Cabo.



I put the most likely track as the Category 1 hurricane making landfall 
at the southeast cape of the Baja Peninsula heading on a track curving 
from northwest to west northwest and diminishing to a Storm before 
heading back to the Pacific where it will finally interact with Mario.

My forecast considers all populated areas.  I don't care where the 
hurricane is going, I care if it could come here.  I'm not at sea. I 
cannot move.  I cannot sail around, nor can the residents of La Paz or 
other places on the peninsula.

Like it or not, people do not pay attention to the forecasts how you 
want them to, they pay attention according to their own will, and they 
tend to take visual forecasts for granted.

Please consider developing a graphical forecast which can explain what I 
explained above - such as by using your individual models to create a 
forecast track envelope, and the consensus to create a most likely 
track, likely something color coded.  Please also include worst case 
scenarios for time and intensity.  I am fully available to assist in 
this if you would like, and at no charge.

The NHC responded to this email:

From: Dennis Feltgen - NWS  Federal Service Account <nhc.public.affairs@noaa.gov>
Date: Fri, 20 Sep 2019 12:13:17 -0400
Subject: Re: Lorena
To: MWolf <mwolf@disperser.info>

Thank you for your email.

NHC does not issue a "best case" or "worst case" scenario of its track and
intensity forecast. It issues the best track and intensity forecast based
on data from computer modeling, satellite imagery, aircraft reconnaissance
and the many years of experience of its hurricane specialists.  There is no
absolute forecast - there is always uncertainty.  That's why there is a
cone around the track, which is the track forecast error based on the
average of the past five years.  The center of the storm is in the cone two
out of three times.  The cone does not represent the impacts from the
hurricane, as those will occur well outside of the cone.

Regards,

Dennis

-- 
Dennis Feltgen
Communications & Public Affairs Officer
Meteorologist
NOAA Communications & External Affairs
National Hurricane Center
Miami, Fla.
305-229-4404
dennis.feltgen@noaa.gov
nhc.public.affairs@noaa.gov



After further analysis of the storm via satellite imagery and the path predicted by the NHC, it became 
clear to the author the nature of the error.  By Friday at noon, the storm was obviously headed in a path 
vastly different from that predicted by the NHC, which still persisted in stating the storm would go 
around the peninsula as illustrated below.

Evolution of Predicted path of Hurricane Lorena on Friday 20 September 2019

As of noon Friday, the NHC still forecast the storm to head around the peninsula as shown below:



The author then sent another email to the NHC pointing out the likely error at 12:43pm on Friday with 
correction in bold (emphasis added for clarity in this report).

Subject: Re: Lorena
To: Dennis Feltgen - NWS Federal Service Account <nhc.public.affairs@noaa.gov>
From: MWolf <mwolf@disperser.info>
Date: Fri, 20 Sep 2019 12:43:01 -0600

I realize now what your problem with the forecasts are, why you keep 
saying that Lorena isn't going to go where it keeps going: YOU ARE NOT 
PUTTING THE CORRECT PRESENT LOCATION OF THE STORMS INTO THE NEW RUNS OF 
THE MODEL.  All of your forecasts show the storm trying to go to a point 
far northwest of where it can go. That's why you have to continue to 
correct them.

Go look at the archive for the forecasts, the three-day cones, for 
Lorena, and see if you don't agree that the origin is not being 
correctly input into the runs of the models, the old location is being 
used and thus the tracks are off.

This storm is going to where you guys said it was not likely to go.  
This happens EVERY YEAR here, to the point where I religiously point out 
to people NOT to trust the NHC, and to instead trust my own forecasts, 
which are consistently more correct than your own when it comes to 
storms coming to Baja California Sur.

Why is it that I can do better forecasting, that I can better tell these 
people to prepare for a storm than an organization backed by the most 
powerful government on the planet?

Why?  Because you have your heads in the clouds instead of here on the 
ground.  You are arrogant, driven by a desire to be correct, instead of 
having a mission of protecting life and property.  And in doing so, you 
are wrong, and you KILL PEOPLE.

I will relent from disparaging the NHC when you start to give us 
forecasts that have actual value to us rather than causing death and 
destruction because people are stupid enough to believe you.

The NHC's next forecast, at 3pm, thus reflected a drastic change in the forecast:



The NHC's own forecast discussion acknowledges this drastic change, but curiously leaves out any 
information which might reveal why the change was so drastic:

ZCZC MIATCDEP5 ALL
TTAA00 KNHC DDHHMM

Hurricane Lorena Discussion Number  14
NWS National Hurricane Center Miami FL       EP152019
300 PM MDT Fri Sep 20 2019

There have been significant changes in this advisory. First, Lorena
has developed and eye, and data from an Air Force reconnaissance
plane indicate that the initial intensity has increased to 75 kt.
However, these winds are occuring within a small area near the
center.

More importantly, there has been a significant change in the track
models, and the guidance envelope as a whole has shifted eastward
as a mid-level trough over the western United States deepens and
shifts eastward. Consequently, the NHC forecast track, which was
previously over the southern portion of the peninsula and then over
waters to the west, is now along the spine of the peninsula. This
solution should result in weakening as the hurricane interacts with
the high terrain. However, if another small shift to the right
occurs, the hurricane will be over the warm waters of the Gulf of
California and could remain strong or even intensify. Given that
another eastward shift is possible as indicated by some global
models, the government of Mexico has extended the area of watches
and warnings northward along the east coast of the Baja California
peninsula and has issued a Tropical Storm Watch along the mainland
Mexican coast.

For now, the NHC forecast, which in fact is highly uncertain, brings
Lorena toward the northwest about 7 or 8 kt during the next couple
of days. By then Lorena is expected to be a tropical depression, and
after that time it is expected to become a remnant low over the
peninsula. However, be ready for another shift to the right or to
to the left, depending on the new track guidance.

Key Messages:

1. Regardless of any changes in track, Lorena is expected to bring
heavy rainfall to the southern Baja California Sur tonight into
Saturday, with flash flooding possible.

2. Lorena is forecast to bring hurricane-force winds to a portion of
the southern Baja California peninsula today, where a Hurricane
Warning is in effect. Preparations to protect life and property
should be rushed to completion.

FORECAST POSITIONS AND MAX WINDS

INIT  20/2100Z 23.2N 109.3W   75 KT  85 MPH
 12H  21/0600Z 23.9N 110.5W   65 KT  75 MPH
 24H  21/1800Z 25.5N 111.5W   55 KT  65 MPH
 36H  22/0600Z 27.0N 112.3W   40 KT  45 MPH
 48H  22/1800Z 28.5N 113.5W   30 KT  35 MPH
 72H  23/1800Z 30.0N 115.0W   25 KT  30 MPH...POST-TROP/REMNT LOW
 96H  24/1800Z...DISSIPATED

$$
Forecaster Avila

NNNN

While it is entirely possible that the NHC simply did not have accurate data on the storm's center, this 
does not seem to be the case based on the progression of the forecasts versus the motion of the storm.  
In subsequent forecasts up to 12pm Friday, the predicted location of the storm does not change nearly 
as much as the predicted change in course of the storm, strongly suggesting that the prediction was 
based on erroneous data, data most likely originating from the predicted location of the storm rather 
than the actual location.  Further, the first key message seems to indicate awareness of the error in the 
statement “regardless of any changes in track...”

The fact that the NHC acknowledged receipt of an email message containing complaints and a more 



accurate prediction of the path of the hurricane, and that a subsequent email was sent which pointed out 
an error which seems to explain the forecast discrepancy, along with the change in forecast timed to 
coincide with receipt of this message seems to indicate that the NHC did in fact make a gross error in 
their forecast, and changed their forecast in response to the error being pointed out, but so far has failed 
to acknowledge the error or nature of and reason for correction.

The author subsequently contacted the NHC requesting a report be compiled which acknowledges and 
reports on their error:

Subject: Re: Lorena
To: nhc.public.affairs@noaa.gov
From: MWolf <mwolf@disperser.info>
Date: Sat, 21 Sep 2019 08:48:23 -0600

Greetings.

Could you please provide me with an explanation for how I was able to 
more accurately predict the track of this hurricane as demonstrated 
below in an email sent out the night before the storm hit Baja, and 
please also acknowledge this fact, and whatever error you made.

There is a great deal of conversation going on down here in La Paz and 
Cabo about the storm, and especially about your prediction which once 
again failed this region and could have put people in jeopardy.  
Fortunately no one was hurt as far as initial reports are concerned, and 
the storm was a lot weaker than it could have been; but many people are 
very upset about this matter and there is a lot of debate going on right 
now, none of it positive for you it seems.

Rather than stir up the pot by releasing my accurate prediction and 
advice on the presumed error which caused your models to be so far off 
even up to the storm making landfall (where would that sharp left turn 
have come from?) and why this error was not seen in post-model analyses 
and discussions, assuming such occurred; I would like to remedy this 
problem with you privately so that I can present a detailed report to 
the locals as to what happened on your end, or better yet, so that we 
can work together to compile and present such a report.

Imagine the response if it appears from the reports that the NHC worked 
with a local weather enthusiast who was persistent in his forecast 
following an error he presumed you made, and that you then worked with 
this local resident and found that yes, indeed, an error had been made 
and corrected; and that thankfully, no one was hurt, and lessons were 
learned.  Imagine if this report is given without being asked for 
(except by me privately and I'll keep it that way) to the local boating 
communities and to Mexico. Imagine the respect you will garner, and your 
poor reputation otherwise.

Please consider it.  You made a mistake.  Nothing bad came of it.  But 
something good can if you acknowledge your mistake and correct the 
problem that allowed it to happen in the first place. Learning lessons 
is always respected.  It takes a stronger person to admit their faults 
and learn from them.

The alternative is that I present my story and evidence, and put myself 
into place as the local weather expert, but more importantly, bury the 
NHC forever as a reliable source of information for tropical weather.  
You guys have excellent resources, you just need to update your models 
and reorient yourselves away from your own perspective and to consider 
that of boaters.  If I might suggest, send the bosses or forecasters 
down here as crew on the Baja Ha-Ha at the end of October so they can 
get a firsthand perspective on how we are concerned about the weather 
and why your forecasts, well, suck to be honest.



If you would like to know how I am able to better predict, please 
understand it is simply because I have had the opportunity in my life to 
develop my human brain to it's potential.  I do not need computer models 
to see motions of air masses and their evolution; I only need good 
visualization and data, and I do not run my models once or twice, I run 
them continually with continually updated and unbiased, objective data.  
This is how I am better able to predict - because I do not have any 
biases in my analyses, where you do.  I cannot make data entry errors as 
my observations are directly available as data.  I consider climate 
change or rather, ignore the lack of climate stability (I don't rely on 
what happened in past seasons and consider changes year-on)  I have no 
ego, only concern for my own safety and consideration for the truth of 
what I can expect for weather on my ship which is my permanent home.  
Feel free to read my CV and more about me on my website at 
disperser.info if you would to know more about me.

Thank you,

Michael Wolf

The resources used by the author to make his predictions include the following:

NHC 3-day Graphical Forecast:
https://www.nhc.noaa.gov/gtwo.php?basin=epac&fdays=2

NHC Tropical Analysis (Weather Fax):
https://www.nhc.noaa.gov/tafb/USA_18Z.gif

East Pacific Water Vapor Loop:
https://www.ssd.noaa.gov/goes/west/epac/h5-loop-wv.html

SSEC Geostationary Satellite Imagery (start page:)
https://www.ssec.wisc.edu/data/geo/#/animation?satellite=goes-
16&end_datetime=latest&n_images=12&coverage=fd&channel=08&image_quality=gif&anim_metho
d=javascript

Satellites used include GOES 16 and 17, plus fusion.
Imagery is usually Clear IR Window for overall storm, Low WV for eyewall imagery, and MESO when 
available for closeup.  Full Disk is used until the storm is close when Contiguous US can be used.

This information is used in combination with information and understanding of tropical weather, 
climate, past events, and especially climate trends in making predictions on the path and strength of 
tropical weather which could affect La Paz.

The author's forecast methodology centers on potential, that is, what could happen – information vital 
for anyone who could be affected by a storm as it indicates what could happen in the worst case and 
thus allows for intelligent planning for a storm.  This methodology has been suggested to be adopted by 
the NHC, which appears to presently use a methodology based on being right, rather than advising as to 
the potential affects of a storm.

Until the NHC acknowledges their error and corrects their forecast methodology, the author 
recommends against using NHC forecasts for any serious forecasting except as a basis for more 
accurate forecasting.
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